
HOW IS ETHICS AND ETHICAL BEHAVIOR APPARENT IN CORPORATE

CULTURE

Caterina Bulgarella, Independent Ethics Advisor & Culture Architect, NY, NY, USA recognized the role of organizational
culture in creating ethical conduct. enabled, among other benefits, better understanding of the apparent mismatch.

This type of insight will be critical in order to recalibrate those very objectives or structure them differently. A
study published in the Journal of Business Ethics revealed that PR professionals at firms with ethical policies
were significantly more likely to engage in ethical practices. Moral sensitivity is reduced. At the crossroad of
new ethical questions, shifting expectations, evolving values, increasing individual autonomy and constant
uncertainty, businesses will be faced with a new breed of risk. If culture is complex and multilayered, which of
its determinants should an organization focus on to mitigate ethical risk? Diversity and inclusion efforts are
also seen as responsible, ethical business practices. But it is necessary. I'm a full-time freelance writer and
business consultant. In other words, a partial, limited approach is an invitation to not act ethically. Workers
place a higher emphasis on the values of their employers, and have access to more information than ever
before. Once we accept the idea that context has significant impact on ethical behavior and we acknowledge
the fact that even well-meaning individuals can make poor decisions, the importance of culture, especially at a
time of high complexity, becomes apparent. Donations and contributions. Even small white lies can seem to
condone unethical behavior. For example, if the organization values safety, what goals and responsibility have
been created around the principle of safety? The problem here is that individual actions are often associated
with the company as a whole, so any individual within your company who behaves in an unethical way could
compromise the reputation of your company. For example, to reduce delegation of ethical dilemmas,
organizations must understand the norms and expectations around conflicting priorities. Or ethics could mean
doing something extra: a spa for employees, inviting them to volunteer on weekends, or doing philanthropic
work with the profits. Leaders set examples for employees. And ethical voice frames the availability, access
and control of resources and experiences that enable effective reporting, sharing and speaking out, making it
possible for people to have control over dilemmas and ethical outcomes. Ethical guidelines help everyone on
the team, but are particularly important for younger employees, according to the study. There is an abundance
of inertia, i. Lack of good examples. Individualism predominates in business as well: everyone has their own
agenda, especially at the executive level. Read More. There is a lot of cognitive dissonance: resistance to
accepting evidence contrary to what we think. I discussed these issues in a report recently published by SAI
Global , tackling the relationship between culture, ethics and risk. On the one hand, risk is defined by the
extent to which the organization delegates dilemmas to its stakeholders by creating and leaving unaddressed
competing priorities that create difficult trade-offs. Wells Fargo employees felt pressure to open fraudulent
financial accounts to meet performance goals. Under greater scrutiny, leaders are held to a higher standard.
Behavioral science concurs. Employees and potential hires place a greater priority on company ethics. Ethics
courses in colleges, graduate schools, and corporate seminars for employees can help establish the principles
and practices of ethics and good behavior in business. With over 7 years of experience providing strategic
consulting to companies ranging from Fortune firms to s Sustainability refers to practices that may be
continued indefinitely , usually with respect to the environment. Large companies can make greater profits by
exploiting local populations, especially in developing countries, or by exploiting tax loopholes to the
disadvantage of individuals and businesses around them. Employees cut corners to reach goals or lie about
their performance. Choosing renewable forms of energy, such as solar and wind, and decreasing pollutants are
examples of this. It requires ongoing intensified effort to make the highest ethical standards the norm and
ruthless intolerance of anything less. There are mistakes, inevitably, and the human tendency to deny them or
cover them up, which makes change very difficult. He teaches mainly in the areas of macroeconomics,
monetary economics and international economics, and publishes research on business ethics, corporate social
responsibility and organizational governance. Submit a Comment Your email address will not be published.
William Comcowich William J. The competition is intense, sometimes brutal.


